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32-channel 1080p self-adaptive decoding capability.

Max. 1024/1024/800Mbps incoming/recording/outgoing

bandwidth.

Supports N+M cluster.

Support Raid0/1/5/6/10.

Drawer-like chassis design allows for HDD hot swapping.

AI by recorder: 4-channel face detection and recognition; 8-

channel metadata; 24-channel perimeter protection; 32-

channel SMD Plus.

AI by camera: Face detection and recognition, perimeter

protection, SMD Plus, metadata, ANPR, and people

counting.The NVR offers outstanding performance and high-grade
recording technology that make it ideal for IP video
surveillance applications. It has a powerful processor, that
offers high access and forwarding bandwidth and strong
decoding capabilities that together produce unimpeded
streams. Thanks to its built-in AI chip and Pixvideo's advanced
deep learning algorithms, the NVR supports a variety of AI
functions, such as high-precision face recognition and
perimeter protection. They shorten the response time to events
and make videos more interactive. This NVR is compatible with
numerous third-party devices, making it a great solution for
surveillance systems that work with Video Management
Software (VMS).

Perimeter Protection
Automatically filtering out false alarms caused by animals,
rustling leaves, bright lights, etc. Enables system to perform
secondary recognition for the targets. Improving alarm
accuracy.

Face Recognition
Pixvideo Face Recognition technology extracts the features of
captured faces and compares them with those in face
database to recognize the person identity.

Series Overview

Functions

Video Metadata
With deep learning algorithm, Pixvideo Video Metadata
technology can detect, track, capture vehicle, non-motor
vehicle and people, and select the best images, and extract
attributes.

Heat Map by Camera
Pixvideo heat map technology is used to display the crowd
density and people appearance probability. Export and display
the crowd status by different colors. Generally, the crowd
status is the statistics of people quantity in space and time
dimensions.

ANPR by Camera
With deep learning algorithm, Pixvideo ANPR technology can
recognize the number plate information of vehicles in the
image with ANPR cameras. Support blocklist/allowlist mode,
searching target vehicles from recorded video.

SMD Plus
With intelligent algorithm, Pixvideo Smart Motion Detection
technology can categorize the targets that trigger motion
detection and filter the motion detection alarm triggered by
non-concerned targets to realize effective and accurate alarm.
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